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For a given stiffness tensor (tensor of elastic moduli) of a generally
anisotropic medium, we can estimate to which extent the medium is
transversely isotropic and determine the direction of its reference symme-
try axis using the method of Klimeš (2015). If we find that the medium
is approximately transversely isotropic (approximately uniaxial), we can
determine the reference transversely isotropic (uniaxial) medium which
approximates the given generally anisotropic medium.

The stiffness tensor of a transversely isotropic medium is independent
of the rotation around the symmetry axis. We thus take the reference
symmetry axis determined using the method of Klimeš (2015), rotate the
given stiffness tensor about this reference symmetry axis, and determine
the reference transversely isotropic stiffness tensor as the average of the
rotated stiffness tensor over all angles of rotation.

The lower–case Roman indices take values 1, 2 and 3. The Einstein
summation over repetitive lower–case Roman indices is used hereinafter.



We denote the density–reduced stiffness tensor of a given generally
anisotropic medium by aijkl.

The unit reference symmetry vector ti in the direction of the reference
symmetry axis can be obtained using the method of Klimeš (2015).

Projection matrix onto the reference symmetry vector:

Zia = tita (1)

Projection matrix onto the plane perpendicular to the reference symmetry
vector:

Cia = δia − tita (2)

Minus the generator matrix of the rotation about the reference symmetry
vector:

Sia = εiartr (3)

Here Kronecker delta δin represents the elements of the identity matrix,
and εijk is the Levi–Civita symbol.

Transformation matrix corresponding to the rotation of vectors about the
given reference symmetry vector ti by angle ϕ:

Ria(ϕ) = Zia + Cia cos(ϕ)− Sia sin(ϕ) (4)



The rotated stiffness tensor:

ãijkl(ϕ) = Ria(ϕ)Rjb(ϕ)Rkc(ϕ)Rld(ϕ) aabcd (5)

Stiffness tensor of the reference transversely isotropic medium:

aijkl =
1

2π

∫

2π

0

dϕ ãijkl(ϕ) (6)

aijkl =
{

ZiaZjbZkcZld

+1

2
[ZiaZjbCkcCld + ZiaCjbZkcCld + ZiaCjbCkcZld

+CiaZjbZkcCld + CiaZjbCkcZld + CiaCjbZkcZld]

+1

2
[ZiaZjbSkcSld + ZiaSjbZkcSld + ZiaSjbSkcZld

+SiaZjbZkcSld + SiaZjbSkcZld + SiaSjbZkcZld]

+1

8
[CiaCjbSkcSld + CiaSjbCkcSld + CiaSjbSkcCld

+SiaCjbCkcSld + SiaCjbSkcCld + SiaSjbCkcCld]

+3

8
[CiaCjbCkcCld + SiaSjbSkcSld]

}

aabcd (22)



Conclusions

The proposed method of determining the reference transversely isotropic
stiffness tensor for the given stiffness tensor of a generally anisotropic
medium has been coded as a new option of program tiaxis.for of soft-
ware package FORMS (Bucha & Bulant, 2016).
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